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Abstract 

‘Institutions matter because they structure the incentives and constraints facing 
individuals. However… the same institutions work differently in different 
circumstances, particularly in the absence or presence of open access systems’ 
(North et al. 2010, p. 256). 

Development agencies typically recommend that fragile states adopt a range of 
standardised public financial management (PFM) ‘good practices’ that reflect the 
forms and functions of PFM systems utilised in advanced economy settings where 
strong democratic institutions prevail. Rules are established that limit discretion 
in decision-making and systems are put in place that generate better information 
to government officials and the public, with the expectation that this will lead 
directly to improved outcomes. In fragile states, however, PFM systems work in a 
very different institutional context to that which is present in advanced 
economies. The state does not exert a monopoly over violence, the rule of law is 
weak or contested, and political order is maintained through systems of 
patronage. In this context ‘good practice’ PFM rules, laws, and practices may be 
only inconsistently implemented or ignored wholesale. Further, even when such 
laws are followed, increased transparency and information provision may have 
only a limited impact on outcomes because the incentives of public servants and 
policymakers are shaped by patrimonial relationships rather than by performance 
accountability or policy-based electoral pressures. In this paper I present a 
conceptual framework showing how the institutional transmission mechanisms 
linking PFM ‘good practices’ to improved outcomes are typically missing in fragile 
states. I illustrate the framework through application to the extreme-case fragile 
state of Afghanistan, where there is an apparent contradiction between strong 
adoption of ‘good practice’ PFM systems and deteriorating outcomes. I conclude 
with some implications for the future design of PFM reform efforts in fragile states.  
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Pushing on a string? Public financial management reform and institutional 

transmission mechanisms in fragile states 

1. Introduction 

Governments and their development partners have paid increasing attention to public 

financial management (PFM) as an enabler of service delivery and macroeconomic 

stability over past decades, including in fragile states (Independent Evaluation 2008). 

PFM has emerged as a distinct area of development practice, relating to a range of 

policies, laws, and practices governing the annual budget process and broader public 

resource management. Increasing attention to PFM and its emergence as a discrete area 

of practice has driven development of standardised ‘good practices’, reflected in the tools 

used to diagnose PFM systems and design reform programs in developing country 

settings (Hadley & Miller 2016). 

These standardised ‘good practices’ reflect the forms and functions of PFM systems 

utilised in advanced economy settings (Andrews 2014). In such economies, however, the 

broader social institutions through which PFM systems function take a very particular 

form: the state exerts a monopoly over violence, the rule of law prevails, and political 

power is derived from policy-based electoral competition. PFM rules, laws, practices, and 

procedures that limit discretion in decision-making, improve information available to 

public servants and policymakers, and support broader public transparency, are 

implemented with a reasonable degree of consistency and positively influence 

macroeconomic and service delivery outcomes through democratic accountability loops.  

In fragile states, this broader institutional context is – by definition – absent: the state 

typically does not exert a monopoly over violence, the rule of law is weak or contested, 

and political order is maintained through systems of patronage (North et al. 2012; Walle 

2007). In this context, the rules, laws, and practices with which PFM is typically 

concerned may be only inconsistently implemented or ignored wholesale. Further, even 

when such laws are followed, increased transparency and information provision may 

have only a limited impact on outcomes when the incentives of public servants and 

policymakers are shaped by patrimonial relationships rather than by performance 

accountability or policy-based electoral pressures.  
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Overall, the broader political and social institutional transmission mechanisms that link 

‘good practice’ PFM reform to efficient and accountable use of public resources in 

advanced economies are missing in fragile states. Those of us working on PFM reform in 

fragile states may need to reduce our focus on standard ‘good practice’ reform 

prescriptions and dedicate further thought to the broad institutional context within 

which PFM reforms are pursued.  

I elaborate this argument in three steps. Firstly, I present the stylised intervention logic 

underpinning standard PFM reform agendas. I show how the standard reform 

prescriptions emerging from application of diagnostic toolkits (such as the PEFA – public 

expenditure and financial accountability – framework) could only be expected to lead to 

improvements in outcomes under a very particular set of broader political-social 

institutional settings that, while present in most advanced economies, are typically 

absent in fragile state settings.  

Secondly, I apply this model to explain current contradictions between ‘good’ PFM 

systems and poor outcomes in the extreme fragile state case of Afghanistan. In 

Afghanistan, government commitment and donor support has led to a PFM system that 

scores extremely well on standardised assessment frameworks such as PEFA. Outcomes, 

however, are less positive, with weak budget credibility, poor revenue performance, 

recent declines in access to services, declining trust in the Government, and ubiquitous 

corruption. While PFM systems look broadly similar to those adopted in advanced 

economies, and sometimes achieve similar functions, there are fundamental differences 

in broader political and social institutions that prevent or constrain the transmission 

between the adoption of ‘good’ PFM systems into improved outcomes.  

Finally, I assess the implications of these findings for those working on PFM in fragile 

states. I argue that, above all, limited outcome-level results from efforts at adopting ‘good 

practice’ PFM systems should not be viewed as justification for ‘more of the same’. 

Efficient and effective use of public resources is often impeded not by PFM systems 

themselves, but rather through the interaction between PFM systems and broader 

political and social institutions. Working towards closer convergence between PFM forms 

and functions in fragile states with those observed in advanced economies will therefore 

absorb substantial capacity and resources without necessarily delivering better 
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outcome-level results. Instead, PFM practitioners may need to design reforms that 

improve development outcomes while achieving compatibility with the logics of the 

broader political system, which relies on the generation and distribution of public rents. 

This is likely to mean reducing focus on ‘good practices’ and instead consider pragmatic 

changes that can be expected to address tangible problems within their existing political-

social institutional context. Such efforts should be informed by an explicit intervention 

logic that accurately reflects the broader structural incentives facing key agencies and 

actors in fragile state settings. 

2. Literature 

Development practitioners now widely recognise the importance of institutions in 

driving economic growth, peacefully resolving conflict, and equitably distributing social 

resources. Literature reflects increased realisation of the difficulty and complexity of 

achieving institutional reform in developing countries, especially fragile states. A range 

of evidence shows that typical donor-driven approaches to institutional reform have 

often driven change to formal system, rules and processes, with little impact on de facto 

outcomes and practices (Andrews 2009; Bain et al. 2016; World Bank Independent 

Evaluation Group 2008). Developing country governments often adopt paper-based 

formal reforms to ‘signal’ progress and reform commitment to development partners in 

order to mobilise aid resources or reassure domestic constituencies while leaving 

underlying de facto institutions largely unchanged (Andrews 2009; Buntaine et al. 2017; 

Porter et al. 2011).  

This evidence has led to the emergence of a growing consensus within the broader 

institutional reform literature that those involved in all kinds of institutional reform 

should focus as much on institutional ‘function’ as institutional ‘form’, and pay much more 

attention to political power and elite incentives (Andrews 2014; World Bank 2017b). This 

emerging consensus is reflected in the recent World Development Report ‘Governance 

and the law’ which notes that: i) institutional functions can be achieved through a range 

of institutional forms (i.e. policy goals can be achieved through policies or institutions 

that look very different); ii) the same reforms can have dramatically different impacts in 

different contexts; and iii) political power and elite incentives are an important 
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determinant of whether reforms will or will not achieve their expected outcomes and 

objectives.  

This kind of politically-grounded thinking has made relatively limited inroads in the 

esoteric and technical field of PFM, however, where ‘form’-based prescriptions continue 

to dominate. PFM ‘good practices’ have been heavily formalised over recent years 

through a range of scorecards and guidance tools, most notably including the PEFA 

framework (Hadley & Miller 2016). The PEFA provides a standardised scorecard for 

measuring the extent to which PFM systems adhere to international ‘good practice’ 

standards. PEFA assessments have become ubiquitous, with more than 500 assessments 

carried out in more than 150 countries. Most developing countries now have some kind 

of PFM reform plan that is informed by a PEFA assessment (Hadley & Miller 2016).  

Despite its continued dominance, weaknesses with PEFA-driven approaches are 

increasingly being identified. Recent research has highlighted that many successful 

developmental states achieved rapid progress without implementing many of the ‘good 

practice’ PFM reforms commonly recommended by development agencies (Andrews 

2008). Reviews of the historical evolution of PFM systems in developed countries showed 

that ‘good practices’ were often adopted only once those countries had achieved 

relatively high levels of income and in response to particular historically-specific 

economic and social challenges (Krause 2013). Recent analysis has struggled to establish 

linkages between adoption of ‘good practice’ PFM systems (as measured through PFM 

assessments) and improved service delivery outcomes (Welham et al. 2017).  

Work on PFM in fragile and low-income states has highlighted that efforts to implement 

relatively advanced PFM systems measured under the PEFA framework (for example, 

medium-term and output-based budgeting) have seldom been effective while imposing a 

significant burden on the often over-stretched capacity of finance ministries (Allen et al. 

2017; World Bank 2012). Empirical work has demonstrated that PFM reforms in fragile 

states exhibit the same patterns of ‘isomorphic mimicry’ identified elsewhere, with ‘de 

jure’ and centralised systems much more likely to adhere to international ‘good practices’ 

than practices involving a broader range of actors and directly impacting outcomes 

(Porter et al. 2011). Despite mounting evidence as to what is not working, however, even 

critical reviews of PFM experience undertaken from a political economy perspective have 
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typically provided only fairly general recommendations for improvement, including that 

practitioners take account of political commitment, identify ‘champions’, and take 

advantage of ‘windows of opportunity’ (Fritz et al. 2017).  

This paper contributes to the existing literature at a moment of increasing doubt 

regarding the usefulness of standard ‘form-based’ approaches. I fill an important gap in 

existing work by presenting a more systematic analysis of the interactions between PFM 

‘good practices’ and the broader political and social institutions typically found in fragile 

states, showing how and why important differences in institutional context between 

developed and fragile state settings might require a more fundamental reconsideration 

of PFM reform approaches in fragile states.  

3. The limited access order framework 

The key argument of this paper is that PFM institutions are able to impact on outcomes 

only through their interaction with a much broader set of political and social institutions. 

North et al. (2012; 2010) provide a useful framework to help conceptualise fundamental 

differences between broad political-social institutional settings in developed economies, 

where most PFM ‘good practices’ were developed, and those that dominate in fragile 

states. Understanding how and why broad political and social institutions function 

differently between OECD and fragile states is vital to understanding why the same ‘good 

practice’ PFM forms and functions may deliver very different results across these 

settings. 

Within OECD economies (classified within the North et al. framework as open access 

orders), the rule of law prevails and the state holds a monopoly over the use of violence. 

Rules exist and can be enforced by impersonal state institutions that operate 

independently of any particular elite or elite coalition. In such settings, the primary role 

of institutions is to enable institutionalised and non-violent competition. Competition in 

both economic and political realms can take place within a stable institutional framework 

that is guaranteed by the state’s monopoly over violence. Competition erodes rent-

generating opportunities, allowing improvements in productivity and social resource 

allocation. Observing the important and successful role played by institutions that allow 

economic and political competition in advanced economies, development practitioners 
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frequently seek to replicate associated institutional forms in developing country settings 

(i.e. elections, stable property rights, anti-corruption efforts). 

In fragile states, however, the social functions played by economic and political 

institutions is very different. Fragile states are – within the North et al. framework –

extreme cases limited access orders (LAOs). In the absence of an impersonal state that 

can maintain a monopoly over violence, the primary challenge is not to maximise social 

competition and efficiency, but to control violence. Without an overarching powerful 

state, violence can only be averted through compromises and deals between various elite 

actors capable of wielding coercive power. To prevent violence, which is costly to all 

parties, elites (explicitly or implicitly) form agreements that distribute control of social 

resources (“land, labor, capital, and opportunities”) in ways that are broadly aligned with 

their political/coercive power. This achieves a necessary ‘double balance’ between access 

to economic benefits and distribution of political and coercive power. Under the terms of 

such agreements, elites have a mutual interest in generating rents from their respective 

realms of control. They therefore coordinate action to limit competition from new 

entrants who might compete away their rents through the mobilisation of coercive 

capacity. The problem of violence is solved, at least temporarily, as all members of the 

ruling coalition would face costs if violence were to break out, while being unlikely to be 

able to sustain access to a share of economic benefits exceeding their political power. 

Within this equilibrium, ruling elites have a collective interest in preventing new entrants 

and forming increasingly sophisticated productive organisational relationships between 

elite-controlled organisations. The equilibrium can be disrupted, however, by changes in 

relative prices or other shocks that lead to an imbalance between political power and 

access to economic benefits. 

The generation and distribution of rents is crucial to the stability and durability of LAOs. 

Ruling elites’ capacity to work together to prevent the emergence of new entrants allows 

rents to be generated. The distribution of these rents between members of the ruling 

coalition ensures that each has an interest in maintaining the social order – the costs of 

violence arising from the loss of access to rents outweigh the potential benefits. A 

fundamental conclusion from this framework is that, under limited access order 

conditions, there is a “trade-off between stability and efficient growth”. Rents are the glue 

that holds together elite coalitions, which – in turn – underpin social order.  
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While LAOs can and do change into OAOs, there is nothing automatic about this process. 

Transition from LAO to OAO conditions occurs under very specific political conditions 

driven by the evolution of elite relationships. As the coalition of ruling elites becomes 

more stable, incentives emerge for increased institutionalisation of intra-elite bargains. 

Powerful elites need institutions to make credible commitments. Credible commitments 

require elites to restrain their own power across a wider range of institutions and areas, 

as intertwined economic relationships see their shared interests grow. Rule of law 

gradually emerges (at least among elites) to provide for more stable contracts and 

efficient private sector activity, allowing accelerated accumulation of rents and limiting 

the negative consequences of economic and political misjudgements. As rule of law 

expands, control over the means of violence is eventually centralised behind impersonal 

state institutions. Once this occurs, the conditions for the emergence of an OAO take hold. 

Crucially, this process has little to do with the external introduction of ‘open access’ 

institutions. Such institutions would simply serve no purpose under limited access order 

conditions, in which elites face no incentives to see them implemented or enforced.  

4. Linking systems to outcomes in public financial management 

The OAO/LAO framework can help us understand why adopting PFM ‘good practices’ 

may not lead to better results in fragile state settings. The practice of PFM reform involves 

introducing a range of standardised institutional changes – systems, rules, procedures – 

that are intended to fulfil various key functions. The translation of rules into functions 

and functions into improved outcomes, however, relies on a range of broader 

institutional transmission mechanisms that are typically only present in societies that 

exhibit open access order characteristics. The implicit intervention logic linking PFM 

reforms to improved outcomes breaks down if the institutional realities of limited access 

orders are taken into account. 

4.1 Forms, functions and outcomes in PFM 

PFM, as a discipline, is concerned with a relatively narrow range of institutions governing 

certain fairly arbitrary aspects of public resource management. The recent ‘International 

handbook of public financial management’ defines PFM as “concerned with the laws, 

organisations, systems and procedures available to governments wanting to secure and 
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use resources effectively, efficiently and transparently. While PFM encompasses taxes 

and other government revenue, borrowing and debt management, its main focus is 

expenditure management, especially in the context of public budgeting” (Allen et al. 

2013). Allen et al. (2014) emphasise the institutional nature of PFM and the important 

distinction between PFM and policy decisions. As the PEFA Framework states:  

“PEFA… does not involve fiscal or expenditure policy analysis that would 

determine whether fiscal policy is sustainable. It does not evaluate whether 

expenditures incurred through the budget ultimately have their desired 

effect on reducing poverty or achieving other policy objectives, or whether 

value for money is achieved in service delivery… PEFA focuses on assessing 

the extent to which the PFM system is an enabling factor for achieving such 

outcomes” (PEFA 2017). 

Such description begs the question: when and why should we expect improvements in 

PFM to achieve improved effectiveness, efficiency, and transparency in the use of public 

resources if PFM is concerned only with institutions? Recent literature on PFM has 

highlighted the need to distinguish between PFM ‘forms’, PFM ‘functions’, PFM 

‘outcomes’, and the explicit and implicit linkages between them in answering this 

question.  

PFM ‘forms’ are the specific designs of systems and processes used by finance ministries 

and other central government agencies in the management of financial resources. PEFA 

assessments and other scorecard frameworks (DeMPA, PIMA, TADAT) take account of 

whether countries have in place a pre-determined set of rules and established processes 

that are considered to represent ‘good practice’ (Andrews 2009; PEFA Secretariat 2017; 

Pritchett 2012; World Bank 2017b).2 Such ‘good practice’ forms are typically based on 

the documentation practices, authorisation procedures, accounting rules, and public 

finance laws in place in advanced economies. Existing scorecards provide a very long list 

                                                        

2 The only ‘outcome’ indicators against which countries are assessed in the PEFA framework, for example, 
refer to divergence between budgeted and actual expenditure and revenues and the stock of arrears. Even 
in this case, large and unsustainable deficits or inefficient allocation of resources between ministries would 
not necessarily lead to a lower score as such outcomes are viewed as the result of fiscal and budgetary 
policy decisions rather than the PFM system. 
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of good practice PFM ‘forms’ that developing countries frequently seek to adopt in 

accordance with the recommendations of development agencies and professional PFM 

practitioners.  

PFM ‘forms’ are intended to achieve PFM ‘functions’. PFM functions are “the reasons 

countries have these processes in the first place” (Andrews et al. 2014). PFM ‘functions’ 

are what good PFM systems can be expected to provide to officials and policy makers. 

While there is not yet any consensus in the literature as to the key PFM ‘functions’, a bare 

minimum would include: 

 Structured decision-making: good PFM systems can ensure that decisions 

regarding the use of fiscal resources are made by individuals with the formal mandate 

to make those decisions, often using appropriate standardised and pre-specified 

criteria. For example, procurement would be carried out on a competitive basis 

according to pre-specified selection criteria, or the annual budget would be 

formulated in accordance with the policy goals of policy makers.  

 Public transparency: good PFM systems can ensure that adequate information is 

made available to the public regarding the planned and past use of fiscal resources to 

allow for public accountability. 

 Information provision to officials and policymakers: good PFM systems can 

ensure that adequate information is available to policymakers and officials to allow 

well-informed decision-making in the pursuit of public service delivery and 

macroeconomic sustainability.  

PFM outcomes are typically described in very broad terms. Outcomes of better PFM are 

frequently cited as: i) the maintenance of a sustainable fiscal position; ii) the effective 

allocation of resources; and iii) the efficient delivery of public goods and services 

(Cangiano et al. 2013). PFM reform efforts are motivated, overall, by the desire to achieve 

these outcomes in the pursuit of growth and development. 

Table 1 presents an induced PFM reform intervention logic, tracing ‘good practice’ PFM 

forms to improved PFM outcomes. I highlight the necessary enabling conditions that 

would need to be in place for improved PFM forms and functions to lead to desired 

outcomes. 
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Figure 1: Forms, functions and outcomes in PFM 

 

Source: Author.
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4.2 Institutional transmission mechanisms 

Based on the above disaggregation of the forms, functions, and outcomes of PFM, at least 

three broader institutional requirements seem necessary for ‘good practice’ PFM systems 

to lead reliably to improved outcomes. Unfortunately, these institutional underpinnings 

closely reflect the social logics of open access orders while bearing little resemblance to 

the broader institutional context pervading in limited access order societies.  

 Adherence to formal rules: ‘good practice’ PFM systems as assessed under the PEFA 

framework focus heavily on laws, rules, and established processes. It is only when 

actual practices for preparing the budget, publishing information, or undertaking 

procurement substantially align with formal rules that formal rules can be expected 

to have tangible impacts. This does not necessarily mean complete adherence to the 

‘rule of law’ (which is seldom observed anywhere), but rather that various agents 

within the system face incentives that encourage compliance rather than systematic 

non-compliance. More specifically, rules may be more likely to influence outcomes 

when: 

o Officials are sanctioned for deviations from proper process: for rules to be 

credible, violations need to be systematically detected and sanctioned through 

administrative or legal processes. 

o Policymakers are subject to rules: most developmental regimes, while often 

falling short of achieving full ‘rule of law’, have devised mechanisms for 

coordinating action of powerful elites, often through a party structure through 

within which the collective interests of a coalition are prioritised over those of 

any single individual. While elites may not be fully subject to all formal rules 

and laws, coordinated action is made possible through ensuring some level of 

compliance with important rules, even by powerful individuals and groups, 

including politicians and those that provide them with material and ideological 

support.  

Unfortunately, a defining feature of fragile limited access order settings is not simply 

weak rule of law, but a lack of institutionalised mechanisms to support contracting and 

define realms of control between competing elites. As in most developing countries, the 

state lacks sufficient monopolisation over the means of violence to effectively discipline 
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elites who also have access to coercive power. Elites simply cannot be systematically 

sanctioned for breaches of formal laws when there is no overarching authority backed by 

coercive power. But in fragile limited access orders, there are very few ‘rules of the game’ 

agreed between competing elites (North et al. 2010). This environment of weakly 

institutionalised competition requires elites to actively and often undermine written 

rules, including through: i) offering protection against sanction to their political allies 

within the public sector; and ii) inducing public sector allies to breach or ignore 

established rules when such conduct is necessary for the mobilisation and distribution of 

rents.  

 Policy-based political accountability: an implicit assumption underpinning such 

institutional design is that increasing the amount of publicly available information 

will lead to better alignment between the actions of policymakers and the interests of 

citizens. The public holds policymakers to account for their decisions pertaining to 

public resource mobilisation and use and policymakers therefore align their decisions 

with the interests of citizens. This, in turn, depends on several important additional 

assumptions.  

 

o Electoral accountabilities motivate the actions of policymakers: 

policymakers only have incentives to respond to public preferences if electoral 

accountability mechanisms are relatively effective. The power of the public to 

sanction and reward policymakers for PFM-related decisions at the ballot box 

is assumed to influence self-interested policymakers’ behaviour rather than 

patrimonial loyalties and allegiances.  

o Voters have (direct or indirect) access to the information generated 

through the PFM system: for voters to sanction and reward policymakers 

based on information generated through a PFM system, a critical mass of the 

population must be aware and make use of that information. Media and civil 

society can, of course, play a key role in making official information accessible 

to a broader population than that which directly accesses official data sources.  

o Voters cast their votes based on policy and spending considerations: 

voter behaviour must be substantially influenced by PFM-related information 

and PFM-related decisions of policymakers. While voters will always care 
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about many different issues, the information provided by the PFM system must 

be of significant concern to voters to at least marginally impact voting 

decisions if it is to influence policymakers’ behaviour.  

As highlighted by North et al. (2012) and established through the much broader literature 

on neo-patrimonialism, policy-based political accountability and competition seldom 

dominates electoral behaviour in fragile state settings (and many other developing 

states). Voters are much more likely to cast votes on the basis of personal benefit from 

rent distribution or group allegiance than according to policy or service delivery 

considerations (Walle 2007).  

 Appropriately motivated and capable public-sector officials and managers: 

much of the information provided by a ‘good practice’ PFM system is not made public 

but rather used by officials and policymakers to inform their own decision-making. It 

is only when institutional arrangements sufficiently align incentives of policymakers 

and officials with the public interest that the information generated by the PFM 

system can be expected to further that public interest. Further, public servants must 

have the requisite technical capacity to interpret and utilise information generated by 

the PFM system.  

 In most fragile limited access order settings, however, public-sector organisations do 

not exist only (or even primarily) to deliver public services, but provide a key 

mechanism through which elites can distribute rent-generating opportunities to allies 

or clients (North et al. 2010; Walle 2007; World Bank 2017a). In fragile state public 

sectors, therefore, assumptions that incentives facing public servants are consistently 

aligned with the general public interest are difficult to sustain. Because patronage, 

rather than delivery, drives hiring and promotion decisions, structural capacity 

deficits are common (World Bank 2017a).  

 Needless to say, even if these underpinning institutions were in place, we may still not 

observe overall improvements in development outcomes. While a PFM system should 

maintain fiscal sustainability through adjustment of expenditure limits in response to 

the macroeconomic context and macroeconomic shocks, broader macroeconomic 

outcomes, including growth and price stability, are well beyond the control of the PFM 

system. Similarly, a good PFM system should ensure that public resources are being 

used efficiently and effectively, but overall availability of revenues and the broader 
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context within which service delivery agencies are operating will also determine 

service delivery outcomes. 

5. The Afghanistan case 

We have so far established that the translation of improved PFM systems into improved 

outcomes relies on a very specific underpinning institutional ecosystem, specifically 

including general compliance with formal rules, policy-based political accountability, and 

a performance-oriented public sector. We have argued that these institutional 

underpinnings are by definition missing in fragile states.  

In this section, I illustrate the argument above using evidence from the extreme-case 

fragile state of Afghanistan. I briefly outline the recent experience of PFM reform and the 

current reform direction, highlighting how adoption of ‘good practice’ PFM systems has 

not been strongly associated with improved PFM outcomes. I attempt to explain this 

apparent contradiction by assessing the extent to which broader political and social 

institutions in Afghanistan would provide the necessary transmission mechanisms 

between ‘good practice’ PFM forms and functions and improved outcomes. I show that, 

given the broader political economic conditions prevailing in Afghanistan, the failure of 

‘good practice’ PFM forms to translate into improved outcomes should not come as any 

surprise. 

5.1 Reform context 

The reconstruction of Afghanistan’s PFM systems in accordance with internationally 

recognised good practices has been a key priority for the Government and international 

community. With the onset of reconstruction efforts in 2001, Afghanistan lacked even a 

rudimentary public finance system. Revenues were negligible, and even the most basic 

systems for raising, allocating, and distributing public resources were missing. 

Accounting, reporting, budgeting, and cash management systems simply did not exist in 

any recognisable form (Ghani & Lockhart 2009). Since 2001, the Government and donor 

agencies have invested heavily in technical assistance and training for Ministry of Finance 

staff. International advisors initially played a key role within the Ministry of Finance, both 

undertaking vital core functions during the immediate reconstruction period and 

supporting the development of modern PFM processes and systems. A broad range of 
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new laws, policies, procedures and systems have been established across the PFM chain, 

from revenue administration to budget formation, and expenditure control to internal 

and external audit.3  

Reflecting the scale of investment and reform, there have been dramatic improvements 

in the extent to which PFM systems are consistent with international ‘good practice’ 

norms, especially as measured by the PEFA framework (PEFA 2013). Afghanistan’s PEFA 

scores have improved significantly over consecutive assessments in 2005, 2008 and 2013 

(see Error! Reference source not found.). Afghanistan’s overall average PEFA scores 

are now significantly higher than the average for fragile and low-income countries (LICs). 

Afghanistan also performs well against measures of budget transparency and is one of 

the few countries to publish the full suite of budget documents considered necessary for 

full transparency by the open budget partnership. Afghanistan’s overall budget 

transparency score is well above regional comparators and exceeded the global average 

in 2016.  

                                                        

3 While the international advisor presence has been drastically reduced over recent years, highly-paid local 
advisors and consultants continue to play a key role in many areas of Ministry of Finance operations, 
financed by individual donors or government-wide top-up schemes.  
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Figure 1: Afghanistan PEFA scores 

 

Despite ongoing improvements to formal PFM systems, progress against some of the key 

outcomes sought from PFM reforms – especially in relation to service delivery – has 

recently slowed. During the immediate post-Taliban period, Afghanistan achieved 

exceptional improvements in service delivery, expanding health and education services 

to millions of Afghans, with substantial impacts on social development outcomes. Recent 

evidence from household surveys, however, show that after a decade of rapid progress, 

access to services may be beginning to decline, especially for disadvantaged groups 

(World Bank 2017). Corruption remains widespread and is becoming worse, with 

Afghanistan now ranked the third most-corrupt country in the world in the most recent 

Transparency International Perceptions of Corruption Index, with public corruption 

commonly reported (TI 2016). Public perceptions of the Government appear to be 

declining, while revenue performance is weak and the base extremely narrow (Asia 

Foundation 2016).  

In the face of these challenges, the Government is pursuing the implementation of new 

laws, processes and systems that are consistent with global PFM ‘good practices’. These 

reforms are intended to criminalise various corrupt practices, improve the credibility of 

the budget and enhance efficiency of public resource allocation through introducing 
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medium-term budgeting, strengthen procurement processes through improved formal 

rules requiring increased contestability and transparency, and expand revenues through 

the roll-out of electronic tax systems and reforms to tax policy and the organisation of the 

revenue division. Notably, planned reforms are explicitly intended to further improve 

Afghanistan’s performance against international scorecards (especially the PEFA 

framework where aspirational targets of ‘A’ scores have been established against most 

dimensions) (Government of Afghanistan 2016).  

Figure 2: Afghanistan target PEFA scores 

 

5.2 Political context 

Afghanistan is an extreme example of a ‘limited access order’. Political power and control 

over the means of violence – even more so than in other developing countries – are 

fragmented across many powerful actors, and the ruling coalition is not sufficiently broad 

or stable to allow the emergence of rule of law or competitive political or economic 

institutions. This outcome reflects Afghanistan’s long-term political history. Afghanistan 

has never experienced a strong unitary state with a monopoly over the means of violence, 

with tensions between the centre and periphery re-emerging periodically throughout its 
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history (Barfield 2012). The soviet occupation and subsequent civil war intensified 

centrifugal tensions (Rubin 1995). Years of warfare – with often devastating impacts on 

civilian populations and infrastructure – undermined long-lived tribal governance 

structures in many parts of the country, creating fertile ground for warlordism, extortion, 

and patronage. In the absence of any central state structure or predominating rent flow, 

the core of the new economy – smuggling of consumer goods, the drug trade, and 

gemstone trade – became in itself a source of conflict and competition. In the absence of 

a unifying common enemy, ethnic and tribal fractures took on new significance, with 

different Mujahidin leaders invoking ethnicity in attempts to build support and 

legitimacy. The organs of central state administration in Kabul were fought over and used 

to provide patronage networks and leverage international support, but there was no 

serious investment in rebuilding revenues or administrative structures. To different 

extents across different areas of the country, Mujahidin factions became embedded 

within localised economies and established deep-rooted patronage-based governance 

structures (Barma 2017; Rubin 2000 & 2006). While the Taliban largely succeeded in 

enforcing order and re-centralising power over much of the country from the mid-1990s, 

only limited and uneven efforts were made to rebuild revenues and restore centralised 

administrative functions. State institutions remained peripheral to the exercise of power 

(Rahman 2010; Rashid 2000; Schmidt 2010).  

International support to the establishment of a new regime after the fall of the Taliban 

reproduced – rather than ameliorated – underlying dynamics of fragmentation. 

Reflecting the exigencies of stabilisation, the post-2001 political settlement reached at 

Bonn and reproduced and ratified at the 2002 emergency ‘loya jirga’ (or grand assembly), 

largely reflected the prevailing distribution of power among Northern Alliance 

commanders (Barfield 2012; Barma 2017; Khalilzad 2016). Rather than requiring elites 

to comply with a predetermined process or substantively different structuring of power, 

the transitional administration arrangements crystalised a compromise and power-

sharing arrangement acceptable to those with the capacity to mobilise coercive power. 

Even though – after years of looting and atrocities – warlords remained deeply unpopular 

and mistrusted by the Afghan population, the Afghanistan Transitional Administration 

formalised and legitimated their political power. The need to share power relatively 

widely among civil war factions was reflected in the large number of Cabinet positions – 
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24 (Suhrke & Hakimi 2008). Efforts to disarm and demobilise militias were half-hearted, 

and some forces were instead provided with US arms and money to further participate in 

the continued fight against the retreating Taliban. According to the UN there were 1800 

armed groups active in Afghanistan in 2008, with some 120,000 members and 336,000 

small and light weapons (Suhrke & Hakimi 2008). Internecine fighting between militias 

quickly resumed due to contestation over territory and toll revenues.  

The economic opportunities accompanying the multinational intervention empowered 

regional political elites and strongmen at the expense of any consolidation of power by 

the central government. Unprecedented amounts of aid were mobilised in support of the 

new Afghanistan state, with total grants equal to between 60 percent and 90 percent of 

GDP in between 2003 and 2009. During the immediate post-Taliban period, the large 

majority of this aid was delivered off-budget (90 percent in 2003, declining to around 80 

percent in 2012) (World Bank 2016). Vast aid flows were channelled deliberately 

towards insecure areas (despite these areas often experiencing lower poverty rates) and 

specific projects favoured by governors or other individuals perceived as allies in the 

fight against the Taliban. Contract opportunities associated with aid and security 

spending were also used explicitly as means of rewarding individuals and groups 

perceived to be supporting counter-terror objectives (Gopal 2014; Melleuish 2012; 

Rashid 2008). Often resources were allocated without the knowledge, let alone 

involvement, of central government authorities, with implementation undertaken 

through completely parallel systems operated by donor agencies or military units 

(notably, the Provincial Reconstruction Teams) (Baczko 2016). To put this in perspective, 

US Defence Department contracts valued at US$11.5 billion were authorised between 

2007 and 2009. At the height of the surge, in 2012, domestic revenues were equal to 

around 11 percent of GDP. Total aid flows, on the other hand, were equal to 90 percent of 

GDP, with only 12 percent of aid delivered through government budget systems (World 

Bank 2016).  

The huge influx of weakly institutionalised and explicitly political aid had a deep impact 

on social relations and governance. The Afghan economy experienced average growth of 

around nine percent per year for the decade following intervention, driven largely by the 

inflation of an aid-driven service economy. The explicitly political objectives of aid 

spending and contracting ensured that post-Taliban, political elites were well-placed to 
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capture a large share of the enormous opportunities for profit associated with aid and 

security contracts, including through manipulation of procurement processes and 

intimidation of potential competitors (Partlow 2016). Resulting profits were combined 

with the ongoing proceeds of illicit activities (opium, smuggling, gemstone trade) and 

channelled back into the establishment of business empires, militias (often rebranded as 

security contracting firms), and patronage networks, further consolidating political 

power (Mukhopadhyay 2009; Rahman 2010). As Barma (2017) notes, “of the 249 

legislators elected to the first National Assembly 40 were commanders still linked to 

militias; moreover, nearly half of all the original crop of MPs were mujahedeen veterans 

of the war against the Soviets in the 1980s”. Corruption became endemic and an 

important source of grievance for armed opposition groups, while confidence in 

democracy and government institutions declined. 

Attempts have been made under both Karzai and Ghani to consolidate central power, but 

results have been uneven. Prominent warlords have been moved out of and between 

governorships and ministerial postings. Sporadic efforts have been made to impose 

central authority when assertions of provincial autonomy became too egregious. 

Examples include the removal of those in senior positions following corruption 

allegations, efforts to investigate and reverse wide-spread illegitimate land expropriation 

by warlords, and purges of the judiciary, which was widely perceived as incompetent and 

corrupt. Nonetheless, perpetrators in well-known corruption scandals – including the 

Kabul Bank crisis – remain unpunished. Those with independent localized power-bases 

continue to dominate the ranks of provincial governors and district officers, even though 

such positions are centrally appointed. The capacity of political elites to mobilize support 

through localized patronage networks remains the major determinant of electoral 

success, as was vividly illustrated during the 2014 elections. As in previous eras, an aid-

dependent central government enjoying concentrated powers under formal institutions 

but with limited reach beyond Kabul is coexisting with “subnational strongmen at the 

head of complex patronage networks endowed with alternative sources of authority, 

legitimacy, and wealth that empower them vis-à-vis the central government” (Barma 

2017). In this context, few of the institutional underpinnings linking ‘good practice’ PFM 

systems to improved outcomes currently exist in Afghanistan. 
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5.3 Limited compliance with formal rules 

For ‘good practice’ PFM systems to reliably lead to improved PFM outcomes, there must 

be some basic level of adherence to formal laws, processes, and rules. While few, if any, 

developing countries enjoy full rule of law, more mature limited access orders have 

developed solutions to collective action problems, through which behaviour of elites can 

be to some extent coordinated, and egregious disregard of agreed formal or informal 

rules effectively disciplined.  

The existence of a political settlement within which power is de facto shared between 

central government and various regional elites means there is no monopoly on the means 

of violence, and inter-elite collective action problems remain unresolved. Regional elites 

maintain their capacity to mobilise and maintain militias through traditional networks 

and wealth acquired through legitimate and illegitimate economic activities. While the 

relative power of the central government and regional elites varies substantially across 

Afghanistan, many elites can credibly threaten violence against the state when their 

interests are threatened. Regional elites are also able to threaten violence against local 

populations to extract rents, limit economic or political competition, and enforce informal 

rules (Barma 2017; Chandrasekaran 2012; Gopal 2014). 

In this context, governance in Afghanistan is characterised by an overlapping and 

dynamic network of formal and informal rules which vary geographically and in relation 

to different economic and social activities (Khan 2010). These rules evolve alongside the 

relative power of different actors and with changes in political alliances. While the 

executive may be able to mobilise coercive power to enforce compliance against certain 

isolated actors at critical moments, this can typically only be achieved with the implicit 

consent of broader coalition elites. In insecure provinces, the Government may have very 

little capacity to control ‘pro-government’ local elites, who are relied upon to oppose anti-

government forces (Chandrasekaran 2012; Partlow 2016). Central government attempts 

to enforce laws that would undermine the interests of a critical mass of elites, for 

example, attempts to stop the opium trade or appropriately tax extractive industries, 

generally fail. 
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Under formal rules, all revenues collected by provincial governments are expected to be 

returned to the central Government for redistribution through the budget. In practice, 

provincial governors or other elites frequently retain a large proportion of collected 

revenues for use in maintaining political alliances, financing private militias, or – in some 

cases – delivering supplementary services to favoured populations. In several provinces, 

regional elites are operating businesses from or selling land that is widely known to have 

been ‘grabbed’ illegally. In areas with mining activity, regional elites are closely involved 

in under-reporting of revenues, conspiring with resource operators to breach the terms 

of resource extraction contracts, and supporting transport networks that avoid 

government customs duties and taxation (Global Witness 2016; Noorani 2015). Violence 

is frequently mobilised to limit business and political activities that threaten the interests 

of elites – those occupying official positions are often de facto accountable to local 

powerbrokers who are capable of mobilising violence, and extortion and threats are 

frequently mobilised against business operators to alter business practices or cease 

operations that threaten incumbents (Hogg et al. 2017; Partlow 2016).  

Widespread disregard of formal rules is reflected in international indicators and survey 

evidence. According to the World Governance Indicators, Afghanistan is in the fifth lowest 

percentile of countries in terms of the state’s capacity to enforce the rule of law, with its 

percentile ranking declining in 2015. 

5.4 Patrimonialism in politics 

Afghanistan’s limited access political settlement also has important implications for 

electoral democracy and the incentives facing politicians. In the context of un-

institutionalised inter-elite conflict, limited reach of government services, and low levels 

of education, electoral outcomes often do not reflect public perceptions regarding policies 

or public resource allocation decisions, but rather patrimonial relationships and political 

bargains between elites and their followers. Such distorted outcomes from formal 

democratic systems have been well-documented internationally in the context of weak 

governance and institutions (Scott 1972).  

Electoral integrity is weak in Afghanistan, with Afghanistan scoring only 31 against the 

Electoral Integrity Projects 0-100 Index, reflecting widespread corruption and 
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inadequacies in safeguard and monitoring systems. Capacity is weak throughout electoral 

institutions. Allegations of electoral fraud are frequently deemed credible by the public 

and have played a major role in Afghanistan’s recent political history. The relationship 

between MPs and regional economic and military elites is typically tight, with MPs relying 

on the economic (and sometimes coercive) resources of local elites to win elections. Once 

elected, MPs maintain elite support through providing privileged access to public sector 

rents and political influence (Barma 2017).  

Linkages between electoral outcomes and the policy positions of politicians are further 

eroded by a strong executive and a weak political party system. Presidential powers are 

extensive, with the President able to appoint his Cabinet and de facto pass legislation 

through Presidential Decree. The party composition of Parliament is heavily fragmented, 

with political parties seldom developing or communicating coherent policy platforms, 

instead seeking to mobilise support largely in terms of ideological, religious and ethnic 

loyalties. Parliamentarians typically exert influence only through holding up legislation 

to extract concessions that appeal to parochial and ethnic interests, rather than engaging 

substantively on policy development or the design of expenditure programs. In 

interviews, MPs themselves acknowledge the limited role played by policy considerations 

in determining legislative outcomes. MPs report that “business deals and nepotism in 

particular thrive between MPs and cabinet ministers, entrenching vested interests and 

often predetermining the outcome of plenary votes” (Larson 2010 p. 2).   

As Byrd (2016) notes, the outcome of the 2014 presidential election highlighted the 

extent to which power politics continues to influence vital electoral outcomes. By official 

counts, Ghani won more than one million more votes than Abdullah in the second round 

of the Presidential elections and under formal rules should have been able to form a 

government. However, amid widespread concerns regarding voter fraud, and fears 

regarding political violence, Abdullah could negotiate an extra-constitutional power-

sharing agreement under which he was awarded a new position of Chief Executive Officer 

within a ‘National Unity Government’, and empowered to create and staff a parallel 

bureaucracy through which considerable administrative power and policy influence 

could be exercised (Byrd 2016). 
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Low levels of education, limited public engagement, and the constrained reach of the 

Government further limit possibilities for policy-based voting behaviour. With around 70 

percent of Afghanistan’s population currently illiterate, and large proportions of the 

population still lacking access to mass media, opportunities for political and civic 

education are limited. Public services are often minimal, and the relationship between 

government policy decisions and service quality is often obscured by various intervening 

factors, including: i) fluctuations in levels of external aid support for service delivery (the 

majority of which continued to be provided off-budget and largely insulated from Kabul’s 

elected policymakers; and ii) the security situation, which is in turn influenced by the 

strategic decisions of regional powers and the Afghanistan Government’s NATO allies. 

Overall, any assumption that electoral systems in Afghanistan consistently align the 

incentives of politicians with broader public interest is problematic. Afghan voters are 

sometimes simply not in control of how their vote is cast, in the context of widespread 

voter manipulation and fraud. They often hold inadequate information to inform 

judgments on policy matters and have legitimate grounds for doubting that their votes 

will necessarily translate into desired changes in the composition of government or the 

direction of national policies. Accordingly, survey evidence shows declining 

dissatisfaction with political institutions since the first elections in 2002 (Asia 

Foundation 2016). 

5.5 Patrimonialism in the public sector 

Limited incentives for compliance with rules and an embedded system of de facto power-

sharing through patrimonial networks has had important implications for the 

development of Afghanistan’s civil service.  

While Afghanistan has made important strides in establishing a layer of highly-skilled 

bureaucrats across senior levels of government, political allegiances and competition 

between political elites continue to play a key role in hiring and promotion decisions (this 

is reflected in World Bank CPIA scores, which are among the worst in the world) (Sharan 

& Bose 2016). As stated in a recent World Bank case study (World Bank 2017a), “civil 

service jobs have served domestic elites as a key currency for stabilising a fragile political 

equilibrium, not primarily as an instrument for delivering public services”. During the 
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early post-intervention period, this was reflected in the capture of most civil-service 

positions by individuals aligned with the Northern Alliance factions (Giustozzi 2004; 

World Bank 2017a). More recently within the central government, power-sharing 

arrangements under the National Unity Government saw senior public sector 

appointments progressed, prevented, and delayed as the two main political factions 

sought to maintain the strength of their respective networks (Sharan & Bose 2016). 

Recent reforms to decentralise appointment decisions for the most senior public servants 

away from the central public service agency towards individual ministries has further 

weakened merit-based appointments. Patronage and power networks were reproduced 

as senior officials made similarly politicised appointments when filling subordinate 

positions (World Bank 2017). Other senior appointments were made to reward favoured 

supporters among provincial elites, with politicians offering positions to groups and 

parties that provided local-level political support. 

Beyond Kabul, public sector appointments are frequently used as a means of building and 

maintaining patronage networks by both Kabul-based and regional elites. Provincial 

governor appointments have been used to reward political allies and disrupt opponents 

by successive administrations (Barma 2017; Chayes 2007; Partlow 2016). Interference 

of non-government elites in appointments within central government agencies and state-

owned enterprises remains common. Elites also routinely interfere to protect well-

connected individuals from disciplinary action or ensure that lucrative contracts are 

awarded to favoured consultants or contractors. The importance of public sector 

appointments in local patronage networks is magnified by the opportunities for personal 

enrichment arising from widespread corruption (Error! Reference source not found.). 

Provincial-level tax and customs administration, police, judiciary, and treasury functions 

are frequently subject to political interference by regional or Kabul-based elites due to 

the substantial rent-generating opportunities associated with these positions. 

Broad perceptions of widespread corruption among civil servants (including police) have 

led to substantial erosion in public perceptions of government since 2001 (Error! 

Reference source not found.). The corruption of the central government has also been 

frequently cited by insurgent detainees as motivating participation in armed opposition 

groups (Atran 2010; Osman & Gopal 2016). 
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Figure 3: Satisfaction with government 

 

Source: Survey of the Afghan People 

Figure 4: Perceptions of corruption 

 

Source: Business Enterprise Survey 2014 

5.6 Conclusions for PFM in Afghanistan 

Adoption of certain ‘good practices’ in PFM has probably served Afghanistan relatively 

well since 2001, with a functional Ministry of Finance able to maintain fiscal discipline, 

raise aid and (modest) tax resources, and distribute funds to service delivery units in a 

relatively timely and robust manner. Adoption of standard ‘good practices’ provided the 

broad foundation for a basic functioning public finance system. With relatively powerful 

Ministers of Finance managing expatriate and professionalised staff within a highly 
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centralised and tightly controlled PFM environment, core systems could be adequately 

established and enforced. 

Over time, however, and as the ambition of reform efforts has increased, the missing 

broader institutional transmission mechanisms are becoming an important constraint to 

driving improved outcomes through PFM reforms. A large share of revenues still never 

make it to the Ministry of Finance in Kabul. At the central and especially provincial level, 

formal rules governing the use of resources, taxation, payroll, hiring and promotion, and 

limiting political discretion in decision making are routinely ignored. Public finance flows 

are integrated into a broader system of rent creation and distribution across the aid, 

business and natural resource sectors, which plays a vital role in sustaining a fragile pact 

among regional political, economic, and military elites. This system has its own logic, but 

one that is very different to that implicitly underpinning ‘good practice’ PFM reform 

recommendations. 

PFM systems in Afghanistan therefore operate within a fundamentally different 

institutional context to that in which ‘good practice’ PFM systems were developed and 

applied. Attempting to address current challenges of macroeconomic management and 

service delivery purely through the accelerated and intensified adoption of ‘good 

practice’ PFM systems in Afghanistan is therefore likely to lead to two perverse outcomes. 

Firstly, as observed in many other developing countries and summarised in Annex 1, 

improved formal systems will not be implemented in practice, leading to increased 

divergence between de facto and de jure systems (Andrews 2009; Bridges & Woolcock 

2017). Secondly, and perhaps of greater significance, successful implementation of ‘good 

practice’ institutional forms – where it does occur – will not always lead to expected 

improvements at the outcome level. Better rules will not be systematically followed in 

agencies or areas where power is contested, and enforcement is impossible. Systems that 

provide officials, the public, and policymakers with improved, standardised, and accurate 

information will not automatically lead to better outcomes in agencies and areas where 

officials face limited public accountability or incentives to use available information to 

improve results. Finally, systems to structure decision-making and limit discretion will 

not necessarily have a positive impact in the many agencies where ultimate decision-

makers still do not face institutionalised accountabilities that align with the public 

interest. 
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6. Conclusion and implications 

‘Good practice’ PFM systems establish rules to limit discretion in decision-making, 

provide increased information to the public, and provide increased information to 

policymakers and government officials. But these systems can be expected to consistently 

lead to improved outcomes only when: i) formal rules are followed by key actors to a 

reasonable extent; ii) electoral systems allow the public to hold politicians accountable 

for their decisions on policy and the use of public resources; and iii) the incentives facing 

public officials are broadly aligned with the general public interest. Such institutional 

underpinnings generally exist within the advanced economies within which ‘good 

practices’ were developed.  

In fragile states, however, political order is not maintained through a strong but 

accountable state enforcing its rules over subservient parties. Rather, political power 

remains fragmented among elites with varying relationships to the central state and each 

other, but deeply enmeshed within broader horizontal and vertical patronage networks. 

The power of elites does not come only (or even mostly) from formal roles and the 

sanction of the state, but from their geographical, ethnic, or tribal patronage networks, 

capacity to mobilise coercive might, and legitimate and illegitimate access to economic 

resources and rent opportunities. Political elites are not elected based on their broad 

policy positions, but on their capacity to effectively mobilise support through 

patrimonialism. 

In such contexts, the answer is not simply ‘more of the same’. Only limited gains can be 

expected from reforming PFM systems to look ever-more like those in advanced 

economies. Political and power realities actively drive divergence between institutional 

systems in fragile states and those that underpin ‘modern’ PFM systems. There is no 

reason to expect formal institutions to become stronger and the rule of law to emerge 

simply as a function of time. It is only when politics in fragile states begin to look more 

like it does in advanced economies that advanced economy PFM institutions could be 

expected to function in the same way. 

The challenge for PFM reformers is therefore to find institutional solutions that improve 

development outcomes while achieving compatibility with the logics of the broader 
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political system, which relies on the generation and distribution of public rents. There are 

no ‘off the shelf’ solutions to these complex problems, but the following three guiding 

principles may help inform more context-appropriate PFM reform programs. 

Firstly, a tight focus on specific problems that are known to be impeding service delivery 

can help avoid inappropriate reliance on ‘good practice’ forms (Andrews et al. 2015 & 

2017). Such ‘problem-driven’ approaches allow for the fact that a variety of institutional 

‘forms’ might be successful in achieving a required institutional function, and that these 

institutional forms might need to look very different in the context of very different 

political institutions and broader context. For example, a reform program intended to 

improve execution of transport infrastructure projects might begin by examining the 

actual experienced constraints to execution as reported by those working in relevant 

government agencies. The exact constraints could then be prioritised and a range of 

different options for addressing them explored. This may prove more fruitful than 

comparing public investment management systems, processes, laws, and policies against 

‘good practice’ norms that have proven effective in advanced economies and then seeking 

to close any observed gaps. This is because the ‘good practice’ forms observed in 

advanced economies may operate under very different broader contextual settings and 

rely on political institutions and bureaucratic norms that are unlikely to exist in fragile 

states.  

Secondly, a tightly targeted approach may help overstretching reform capacity and 

mobilising broad political resistance. In the context of contested power and widespread 

divergence between formal rules and actual practices, there is likely only limited scope 

to force compliance with new rules and systems. Whole-of-government reforms to, for 

example, public sector hiring or procurement processes curtail opportunities for 

powerful political and economic elites to generate rents and distribute patronage, 

therefore mobilising broad opposition and potentially blocking implementation. An 

alternative would be to focus reform efforts on geographical or sectoral areas that are 

particularly crucial to development progress while allowing for a sub-optimal ‘business 

as usual’ in less important areas, or where reforms are simply not viable. Such an 

approach would allow for an informal demarcation of the space in which formal rules 

were to be enforced and those where elites would be given leeway to utilise informal 
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systems to mobilise and distribute rents. This is not a new idea and has been previously 

pursued in relation to public sector reforms in Afghanistan. As Hakimi et al. (2004) state: 

“…where central government has very little traction over the public sector that it 

seeks to reform and must, at all costs, avoid wholesale, painful reforms which would 

further alienate civil servants, and probably the population as a whole, the only 

option, other than total inaction, is to stimulate modest, targeted incremental 

reform of key functions within government departments and agencies. Priority 

must be given to those transformations and changes that would enhance the 

legitimacy of the centre rather than undermine it and which both exploit and 

nurture the appetite for reform that does exist within certain areas of the 

government administration.” 

The international literature on ‘islands of effectiveness’ has highlighted large variance in 

institutional performance within countries and showed that individual agencies can often 

achieve unexpectedly strong performance regardless of broader political economy 

contexts and dynamics (Williams et al., forthcoming). While there is no broad consensus 

on what it requires to create an ‘island of effectiveness’, literature to date has variously 

highlighted that islands of effectiveness are most likely to emerge in areas where political 

elites depend on improved outcomes for local and international legitimacy and influence, 

and where strong international support has been provided for sustained periods (Levy 

2014).  

Finally, providing compensation to ‘losers’ may need to be accepted as a cost of doing 

business. In fragile states, elites with access to coercive power often claim illegitimate 

property rights over land, natural resources, and various other rent-generating 

opportunities and rely on these claims to maintain coalitions. Many of these claims could 

be considered expropriation or theft, with no legitimate basis under the law. Frontally 

challenging claimed property rights, however, generates a zero-sum game, in which local 

elites face strong incentives to resist the imposition of government authority, with 

potential broader implications for governance and state-building. Because elites rely on 

rent-generating opportunities to maintain political power, reforms that would close these 

opportunities may represent an existential threat and therefore motivate a strong 

reaction, instability, and – potentially – violence. As an alternative, the government could 
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systematise the provision of compensation for the surrender or redefinition of claimed 

property rights in areas of highest priority. Recognising claimed rights over land or 

natural resources – regardless of how they were acquired – might allow for the more 

efficient overall allocation of resources than protracted contestation, especially if those 

rights were or could be made in some way tradable. 
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7. Annex 1: Form vs function in Afghanistan PFM systems 

The reality that adoption of good practice PFM ‘forms’ does not always lead to improved 

de facto practices and outcomes has been well-established in empirical literature. Several 

recent studies have provided in-depth assessments of the gap between ‘de jure’ and ‘de 

facto’ PFM practices in developing country settings (Andrews 2009; Bridges & Woolcock 

2017).  

In Afghanistan, similar patterns can be demonstrated from available empirical data and 

indicators. Some examples are shown in the following table and discussed below.  

Goal Good practice form Outcome  
Competitive, 
transparent 
procurement 

‘Best practice’ procurement 
legislation and use of 
competitive methods.  

Widespread corruption in public 
procurement as evident in 
business surveys and case study 
evidence.  

 Source: 2013 PEFA Source: BES 
Predictability 
and planning of 
resource flows 
through 
medium-term 
framework 

Development of medium-term 
fiscal framework, including 
functional allocations. 

No apparent correlation between 
annual budget ceilings and MTFF. 
Large deviation between annual 
budget and actual expenditure at 
ministry level. 

 Source: 2013 PEFA Source: Budget documents, 
2013PEFA 

Transparency of 
taxpayer 
liabilities and 
recourse to 
dispute 
resolution  

Transparency of taxpayer 
liabilities and existence of a 
formal dispute-resolution 
mechanism. 

Widespread corruption in the tax 
system, undermining 
transparency of tax liabilities for 
taxpayers. Disputes system non-
functional.  

 Source: 2013 PEFA Source: BES, 2013 PEFA 
External 
accountability 
for use of public 
resources 

Timely submission of 
comprehensive financial 
statements to audit 

No evidence of follow-up on audit 
findings. Instances of major 
corruption sometimes go 
unpunished.  

 Source: 2013 PEFA Source: 2013 PEFA, 2016 CPIA 

In public procurement, Afghanistan obtains good scores against international indicators 

included in the PEFA framework. Afghanistan has an ‘A’ score for procurement legislation 

and for the use of competitive methods in procurement. As the 2013 PEFA assessment 

states, the procurement legislation establishes “permissible procurement methods for 

procurement of goods, works, and non‐consultancy services”, specifies “competitive 
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procurement” as the default means of procurement, and establishes pre-requisite 

conditions for the use of non-competitive methods. This good practice ‘form’ is clearly 

not always leading to intended outcomes. Within a broader institutional context where 

allocation of public resources underpins political outcomes, 45 percent of firms report 

being required to pay a bribe to secure a Government contract.  

In terms of the use of medium-term budgeting, Afghanistan has an established medium-

term fiscal framework, which establishes multi-year allocations for major economic 

classifications. The existence of a medium-term fiscal framework is intended to provide 

predictability regarding revenues and outlays, supporting overall fiscal discipline and 

sustainability. Afghanistan achieves a ‘C’ score against the relevant PEFA indicator, 

broadly interpreted as a minimum ‘adequate’ score. In practice, however, the medium-

term fiscal framework does not meaningfully link to actual budget ceilings. Actual 

expenditure varies substantially from the limits set in the medium-term fiscal framework 

and, at the level of ministries, even from the limits set in the annual budget (actual 

expenditure at the ministry level varies from budgets by more than 15 percent on 

average). As shown below, the share of expenditure on salaries has consistently exceeded 

projections included in previous-year medium-term fiscal frameworks, with projections 

for 1398 included in the 1396 medium-term fiscal framework including salary 

expenditure that accounted for ten percent more of the total budget than was projected 

in the previous year.4 

                                                        

4 Afghan fiscal years are based on the Afghan calendar, where FY1397 roughly corresponds to 2018. 
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Figure 5: MTEF expenditure trajectories compared over time (salary expenditure 

as % of total recurrent expenditure as projected by MTEF’s by Afghan fiscal year) 

 

Regarding taxation, Afghanistan achieves reasonable PEFA scores for transparency of 

taxpayer liabilities and existence of a tax dispute resolution mechanism. However, many 

firms find their tax bills appear arbitrary. Deliberate over-taxation of certain businesses 

sometimes takes place in provinces to allow tax officials to meet revenue targets while 

avoiding the inconvenience (and danger) of seeking to recover taxes from politically-

connected firms or those operating in insecure areas. In business surveys, more than a 

third of firms report being forced to provide gifts to tax officials. While the dispute 

resolution mechanism exists on paper, it barely functions in practice. Only 28 objections 

were made through the system in 2013, from approximately 120,000 taxpayers. Of these 

objections, 18 were partially or fully rejected. As the 2013 PEFA states, “the extremely 

low rate of appeal may indicate that the mechanism is either not known or not considered 

a worthwhile alternative”. 

Finally, on paper Afghanistan has a relatively strong system of external accountability 

driven by the thorough audit of Government financial statements. Government financial 

statements are comprehensive and submitted to audit on a timely basis. Afghanistan 

achieves ‘A’ scores against both relevant PEFA measures. In practice, however, the PEFA 

assessment notes that audit findings are seldom acted upon, with the same 

recommendations reproduced in audit reports over several years. More generally, 

politically-connected individuals involved in cases of grand corruption – including, for 

example, the Kabul Bank crisis – have gone unpunished.  
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